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21.6 miles today (34.8387 km's) using 41,996 steps...today the weather was GREAT for
walking, cool (60's), breezy and fairly flat...don't know what is going on in my body or my brain
BUT the last 2-3 of walking have felt like walking in quick-sand with lead boots!!!...must me a
mind thing ;>)...booty for the day: 1 roll of electrical tape, 1 CD (hand made) with "HIM" as the
title along with little hearts, hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm who do you think was on a vacation
and for WHAT reason!?!?!?, 1 cheap blue marble , 1 rather weathered penny AND a dog chain
(no dog nor evidence thereof!?!?!?), chain was in the middle of the road (what overcame
Fido!?!?!?)...however Fido is, he gets his shots (NICE!!!) at the Medicine Hat, AB City Vet
Hospital, tag # 1171, looks like one of those politically incorrect "chocker" chains that would fit a
medium lab or dog of such size...so today takes our hero over the 600 miles (967.7419
km's)...feet are feelin it these days, no blisters, feet are great...moving day Tuesday and back
on the road Wednesday...Kudos to Kyle at Renee's Roadhouse Diner in Creston for being so
accommodating with the pilot car driver's food (or lack thereof) choices, THANKS!!!...stopped
and chatted with a fellow who is going from Vancouver Island to Edmonton on a little scooter
that does about 30 MPH tops!!!..."Hank" used to bike but now the lungs are giving him grief so
he now uses the scooter, went all the way down to Central America on it, loves to see some of
the "color" (colour, eh!?) right from the road...well me bed and book beckon...cheers!!!
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